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ABSTRACT

To give substance to the rhetoric of ‘learning health systems’, a variety of novel trial designs are being explored to more seamlessly integrate research with medical practice, reduce study duration and reduce the number of participants allocated to ineffective interventions. Many of these designs rely on response adaptive randomisation (RAR). However, critics charge that RAR is unethical on the grounds that it violates the principle of equipoise. In this paper, I reconstruct critiques of RAR as holding that it is inconsistent with five important ethical principles. I then argue that these criticisms rest on a faulty view of equipoise encouraged by the idea that a RAR study models the beliefs of a single rational agent about the relative merits of the interventions being studied. I outline a view in which RAR models an idealised health system in which diverse communities of fully informed experts shrink or grow as their constituent members update their expert opinions in light of reliable medical evidence. I show how a proper understanding of clinical equipoise can reconcile this conception of RAR with these five ethical principles. This analysis removes an in-principle objection to RAR and sheds important light on the relationship between clinical equipoise and transient diversity in the scientific community.

One ambition of learning health systems is to integrate the practice of medicine and the generation of reliable medical evidence in a way that will promote both continuous learning and evidence-based medical practice.1 This ambition is driving an interest in novel trial designs such as basket trials, umbrella trials, platform trials and trial pipelines that seek to reduce inefficiencies from early-phase research through postmarketing monitoring and clinical evaluation.2–4 Proponents of these study designs tout their ability to reduce study duration, eliminate delays between research stages and reduce the number of participants allocated to ineffective interventions.5–9

Response adaptive randomisation (RAR) is a core component of many of these approaches. Critics of RAR have challenged empirical claims about the merits of this design feature.10–12 And there appears to be a consensus that in the two arm cases, RAR is less efficient than an equal, fixed randomisation allocation (FRA).13 However, in other settings, such as trials with more than two arms, a shared control group and clinical endpoints that manifest relatively soon after treatment delivery, studies that use RAR appear to have very favourable operating characteristics.14 As a result, the coming years are likely to see a volley of simulation studies exploring the contexts in which RAR does, or does not, have a place as a component of efficient clinical trial design.

Apart from this debate about empirical properties of designs incorporating RAR, a more foundational, in-principle criticism holds that RAR is objectionable because it violates the principle of equipoise.15 This objection, formulated at length by Saxman, is a deeper problem since it would impugn the ethics of the panoply of novel study designs that incorporate RAR, even if those designs have the various efficiencies that their proponents claim.16 The concern that RAR violates equipoise also illustrates some ethical challenges that arise from more closely integrating research and treatment activities. Understanding whether and how RAR is consistent with clinical equipoise thus has important implications for how we think about learning health systems.

I begin below with a brief explanation of clinical equipoise and five ethical principles with which it is connected. I then reconstruct critiques of RAR as holding that it violates these principles. I argue that these criticisms rest on a faulty view of equipoise encouraged by the idea that randomisation weights in an RAR study reflect the beliefs of a single decision maker about the relative merits of the interventions being studied. In contrast, I show how RAR can be reconciled with these five ethical principles once we understand clinical equipoise as a principle for dealing with conflicting or diverging opinions among diverse groups experts and we see RAR as reflecting how groups of experts in an idealised learning health system would change in size in light of reliable evidence about the relative merits of specific treatment approaches.

Understanding RAR as a model for how idealised groups of experts would change in light of clinical evidence and seeing clinical equipoise as a principle for dealing with transient diversity of opinion among medical experts removes an in-principle objection to RAR. At a deeper level, however, it also illustrates how learning health systems can pursue the promise of eliminating inefficiencies in research and practice while respecting a set of important values.

THE ROLE OF CLINICAL EQUIPOISE

Charles Fried first introduced the concept of equipoise as a way to resolve a conflict between the scientist’s commitment to advancing social welfare by generating reliable medical evidence and the clinician’s fiduciary duty to advance the health interests of her individual patient.17 18 For our purposes, we can frame this as a conflict between two moral principles: promoting research that has social value without compromising a fundamental concern for individual welfare.

Social value: Scientific research is only justified if it is reasonably expected to generate information that supports the development of better interventions or improvements in clinical practice.

Concern for welfare: It is impermissible to knowingly provide a person with an intervention that is known or credibly believed to be worse than another available option.

On Fried's view, equipoise is a state of uncertainty in the mind of the individual investigator regarding the relative merits of interventions A and B for some population of patients. When investigators are in such a state of uncertainty they do not knowingly disadvantage patients if they allow treatments to be allocated by a process that supports reliable medical inference, such as randomisation.

Benjamin Freedman largely accepted Fried's view of the importance of reconciling these values, but argued that Fried's equipoise (which Freedman called 'theoretical equipoise') was too narrow. Freedman argued that it was also permissible to randomise patients when there is 'honest, professional disagreement among expert clinicians' about the relative clinical merits of interventions A and B for a particular patient population. Freedman called this condition 'clinical equipoise', and his contrast between theoretical and clinical equipoise is often recast as individual versus community equipoise.

Clinical equipoise can be operationalised as holding that if there is a set of interventions, each of which would be recommended for a patient P by some group of medical experts, then each of the interventions in this set is a permissible treatment for P. So randomising P to receive an intervention in this set does not violate concern for welfare. But if some treatment C is not recommended for P by even a reasonable minority of expert clinicians, then it cannot be included as an option to which P might be randomised. We can codify this prohibition as follows.

No impermissible gambles: If it is impermissible to directly give intervention C to a person (give it to them with probability 1) when some other intervention A is available, then it is impermissible to include C as an option in a design that would randomise that person to B with any positive probability when A is available.

Finally, Freedman followed Fried in seeing equipoise as a means of resolving a conflict between the demands of specific role-related obligations: the researcher's duty to generate social value and the clinician's fiduciary duty to individual patients. Others have argued that this view of the moral foundation of equipoise is too narrow—not all research is carried out by physicians and the prerogatives of various social roles are rightly limited by larger moral and social values. As a result, London has argued for a view in which clinical equipoise is not grounded in role-related obligations, but in a general requirement that social roles and institutions must respect the status of people as free and equal through a commitment to equal regard. For our present purposes, we can explicate this requirement as follows.

Equal regard: All relevantly similar persons should receive the same care and concern—it is not permissible to show less care and concern for the interests of some study participants in order to advance scientific progress or promote the welfare of others.

Some proponents of learning health systems object to designs that maintain an FRA throughout the course of the study. If this empirical claim is true, it reduces in expectation the number of participants exposed to interventions that are ultimately found to be inferior to some alternative. RAR is thus presented as superior to FRA on the following ground.

Rational expectation: If in expectation a participant has a greater probability of being allocated to what turns out to be a superior intervention in study design F than in design G, it is rational for that participant to prefer F to G.

A design that satisfies rational expectation is attractive because it is supposed to preserve our commitment to advancing science while giving study participants a better chance of advancing their individual welfare.

CRITICISMS OF RAR

Critics argue that even if RAR studies begin in clinical equipoise, ‘equipoise is disturbed as soon as data are available from the first group of patients enrolled into the study and the randomisation is adapted to favor the “better” treatment arm’. The idea is that an initial 1/x probability of being allocated to one of x interventions reflects equipoise about the relative merits of those interventions. Altering the randomisation allocation in light of participant responses disturbs equipoise because, as proponents of RAR themselves suggest, the updated allocation weights reflect the relative performance of the interventions in question. Once the randomisation weights become unbalanced, the study has a preferred treatment and allocating participants to treatments regarded as inferior violates concern for welfare.

As a result, critics charge that the means that a study uses to satisfy rational expectation are inconsistent with concern for welfare. To satisfy the former, the study uses updated randomisation weights to ensure that more people receive what the study regards as the best performing intervention. But as Saxman puts it ‘although in the end more patients may be allocated to the “superior therapy,” the trial continues to assign patients to a treatment for which there is an increasing statistical probability that it will prove to be inferior’. Critics also charge that the dynamic nature of RAR entails that it also violates the principle of equal regard. According to Saxman, ‘patients who enter the study early bear more of the risk and burdens of the study than patients who enter later in the trial. This permits inequalities, since there is not an even distribution of risk and benefit across the otherwise equal participants’. In order for RAR to satisfy the principle of rational expectation, more participants must be allocated to better performing arms. This is an empirical claim about how such designs will perform in practice. But allocating more participants to interventions that generate beneficial outcomes favours the interests of those participants over the interests of patients allocated to underperforming arms. The point of this objection is that RAR essentially requires researchers to knowingly show less concern for the interests of participants randomised to underperforming arms than for those allocated to better performing arms.

1Advocacy of adaptive designs is predicated on the belief that such novel designs will result in fewer numbers of subjects having to participate and receive an “inferior” treatment during the research process. p. 192.

2Under the equipoise principle, which states that all treatments are equally valuable, welfare interests of study participants are assumed to be equivalent and equal across treatments.
Finally, assume that RAR offers a better bet in expectation than a trial with FRA because a >50% chance of receiving a better performing intervention is better than a 50% chance of receiving it. Critics of RAR hold that this involves a violation of no impermissible gambles. The reason is that responsible moral decision making requires performing the act that is judged to be best for a person, all things considered. If it is the considered judgment of an informed, expert clinician that intervention A is 70% likely to be better for you than intervention B, then it is wrong to give that person treatment B. Reducing the probability that they will be allocated to B does not somehow make the possibility of being randomised to B ethically acceptable.

On the reasoning I have laid out here, there appears to be an inherent tension between rational expectation and no impermissible gambles: once the allocation weights are imbalanced, a smaller chance of receiving B is worse than just being given A when that is what an informed, conscientious decision maker believes is the better option.

### FLAWED PRESUPPOSITIONS

The argument of the previous section holds that RAR necessarily violates clinical equipoise and that, as a result, it cannot reconcile the principles of social value, concern for welfare, equal regard, rational expectation and no impermissible gambles. This argument is predicated on two flawed assumptions, both of which seem natural when the randomisation weights in RAR designs are treated as reflecting a single agent’s beliefs about the relative merits of the interventions being tested in a study. First is that equipoise is a state of uncertainty in the mind of a single decision maker. Second is that equipoise is a state of belief in which the relevant probabilities are equally balanced.

The idea that a clinical trial can be thought of as an idealised agent itself a fairly natural view to take when allocation weights are adjusted according to Bayesian updating. In other words, modelling a trial as a Bayesian agent whose preferences over a set of interventions are updated in light of emerging data makes it natural to assume that equipoise must be a property of this agent’s beliefs about the relative merits of the interventions in question. It is somewhat ironic, therefore, that when proponents of RAR present randomisation weights in this way, they inadvertently encourage a view of equipoise on which RAR is ethically untenable.

These remarks suggest two possible interpretations of the critics of RAR. On a less generous view, these critics simply adopt a faulty view of equipoise and their criticisms can be addressed by pointing out the flaws in individual equipoise and showing how they are alleviated by adopting clinical equipoise.31 However, a more charitable view holds that even if critics regard clinical equipoise as the appropriate conception of equipoise—as Saxman claims—they nevertheless cannot see how to apply it to studies using RAR because these studies effectively model a meta-agent whose beliefs about the relative merits of study interventions guides treatment allocation. A proper response to this objection requires demonstrating how RAR is consistent with clinical equipoise. Before showing how this is the case, therefore, it is worth being explicit about three problems with the view of equipoise as a state of equally balanced beliefs of a single agent.

First, treating equipoise as a state of equally balanced beliefs of a single agent creates a standard so strict that it prevents initiating a wide range of valuable research. In cases such as the controversy over high-dose chemotherapy with autologous bone marrow transplant for end-stage breast cancer, many clinicians were convinced that this aggressive therapy was superior to standard chemotherapy while other clinicians regarded it as more likely to be harmful than beneficial. If no clinician is uncertain in the sense required by individual equipoise (ie, believing that the probabilities of success for each approach are 50:50), it would not be permissible to conduct a randomised controlled trial of any kind to settle the conflict in expert opinion within the clinical community. In fact, individual equipoise prohibits all research in which different clinicians have definite but conflicting preferences for particular interventions—including established interventions and novel interventions.32 Clinical equipoise was proposed as a standard precisely because there is social value in resolving such conflicts among expert clinicians and randomisation in the face of such conflicting opinions is consistent with respect for welfare.

Second, as Freedman19 noted 30 years ago, even if such research could be initiated, individual equipoise is so fragile that it would require the study—regardless of the strategy for randomisation—be terminated long before sufficient evidence has been generated to change practice in the clinical community. The reason is that early evidence will move the individual decision maker’s beliefs off of 1/n. But this view of equipoise is incapable of reconciling concern for welfare with social value regardless of the randomisation strategy used because studies will have to stop well before sufficient evidence has been generated to alter clinical practice.

Third, an unrecognised problem with individual equipoise is that it prohibits socially valuable research and permits research that has little social value. The reason is that when clinicians have solid evidence that n interventions are of equivalent clinical value, a 1/n probability of receiving any such intervention represents a state of equipoise and satisfies the conditions of concern for welfare and equal regard.1 If clinicians’ beliefs about the equivalency of these interventions are true, such studies could be run to completion. But in the face of solid prior evidence of equivalent clinical utility, clinical research that merely confirms what the clinical community already knows is of little value and a waste of resources. This is a problem, in part, because the condition of equipoise should help to establish that running a trial has social value such that disturbing equipoise is likely to lead to an improvement in clinical practice.

### COMMUNITIES OF EXPERTS, CLINICAL EQUIPOISE AND RAR

If individual equipoise is morally flawed, then it remains to demonstrate how RAR is consistent with clinical equipoise and how this interpretation avoids the above pitfalls. On the view I...
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am proposing here, a clinical trial with RAR should be seen as modelling an idealised health system in which diverse communities of fully informed experts who disagree about the relative merits of a set of interventions shrink or grow as their constituent members update their expert opinions in light of reliable medical evidence. In this view, randomisation weights are not the beliefs of any agent; they are an idealised representation of the probability that a patient in such an idealised learning health system would encounter a practitioner from these communities if they were to be allocated to a clinician at random.

To explain this account, consider a case in which there is a medical condition with three alternative interventions: A, B and C. Among medical experts, there is a practice community that favours intervention A over B and C. There is also a community of experts that favours intervention B over A and C and a third community that prefers C over A or B. For present purposes, the relevant point of the example is that the members of these practice communities are each experts in the mainstream medical community, familiar with the relevant scientific evidence, recognised as providing diligent, expert medical care.

This diversity within the larger medical community means that when people fall ill with this medical condition, some patients encounter practitioners from community A, while others encounter practitioners from community B or C. If it is permissible for a patient to be treated in clinical practice by practitioners from each of these clinical communities, then it follows that A, B and C are all admissible treatment options for that patient. That is, when experts have definitive, but opposing judgments about which intervention is best for a patient, it does not violate concern for welfare to follow the recommendation of one set of experts, even though different experts would disagree with that recommendation.

If it is consistent with concern for welfare for a patient to be directly treated with A or B or C (to receive that intervention with certainty), then it cannot violate concern for welfare if that patient is assigned to those interventions with any distribution of probabilities that sums to 1. Even though every clinician in these treatment communities has a strict preference over the available treatment options (nobody thinks the probability of success for each is 1/3), clinical equipoise exists between these treatment options, and no set of randomisation weights that sums to unity is impermissible.

This shows that the key consideration at the initiation of a study is not that it offers participants a 1/n chance at receiving one of n interventions but that each of the interventions in the study is an admissible intervention for the particular patients randomised into the study. In the present case, the notion of ‘admissible intervention’ is operationalised with the condition that there exists at least one informed, expert practice community that would recommend that intervention for that patient. Because this last point is somewhat subtle, it warrants a brief further comment. The upshot of the previous remarks is that if n interventions are admissible for a patient, then any randomisation scheme that includes only those n interventions (where the probabilities sum to unity) is consistent with clinical equipoise. This is a claim about prima facie ethical permisibility. From this claim, it follows only that there is no in-principle ethical objection grounded in equipoise to any randomisation scheme that meets the above conditions. This includes adaptive randomisation, fixed 1/n randomisation or fixed but imbalanced randomisation schemes such as 1:2:2. From this claim, it does not follow that there are no other grounds for ethical or methodological concern with some of these allocation schemes. The operating characteristics of every trial should be carefully evaluated to ensure that they are as efficient and rigorous as possible. The upshot of the previous point is that equipoise does not provide a shortcut that identifies some trial designs as impermissible on the basis of the randomisation weights they use, thereby forestalling the need for such a careful, case-by-case, evaluation of the operating characteristics of different designs. As I explain below, the same reasoning applies for the principles of social value, concern for welfare, equal regard, rational expectation and no impermissible gambles.

Once an initial block of participants has been randomised, the allocation probabilities in RAR are adjusted on the basis of the observed outcomes. Critics hold that equipoise no longer exists in this situation, but I have argued that this is because they view allocation probabilities as the beliefs of a single agent, they treat equipoise as referring to the state of those beliefs and they take equipoise to require a state of belief that assigns equal probability to the merit of each intervention. On the view I am defending here, clinical equipoise remains, even when the allocation weights are adjusted to favour one intervention over others, so long as every participant still receives an intervention that is regarded as best for them by at least one well informed, medically expert treatment community.

To see how this is possible, consider that treatment communities do not change their practices all at once. Experts within these communities have different prior beliefs about disease pathology, mechanism of action and treatment properties. As a result, their views about the relative merits of the interventions in question change at different rates when confronted with the same evidence. While some clinicians may alter their practice on relatively little evidence, others will not, and it may take significant evidence from multiple sources to persuade the most committed members of that community. So, after seeing outcomes of the initial block of patients that favour one intervention (eg, A) over the others, some members of the communities that favour B or C may change their treatment recommendation for a particular patient, but others in that community will not. As a result, there are still members of practice communities that favour B or C who would recommend those interventions over A for their patients. As long as this is the case, interventions A, B and C remain admissible options for patients with this condition and it is permissible to randomise that patient to interventions in the set of admissible interventions.

As evidence emerges, treatment communities whose recommendations are supported by observed outcomes accrue adherents while those whose recommendations are not supported by evidence lose them. The relative size of these different communities of practitioners is reflected in the trial’s randomisation weights. This is the sense in which they do not reflect the beliefs of any agent, but instead represent the probability that a patient in such an idealised health system would encounter a treating physician from one of these diverse communities if their treating clinician were allocated at random.

In this model, judgments about how to treat patients are left to medical experts whose recommendations reflect the totality of the available medical evidence. Because there is diversity among such experts, there is no single agent whose views of all of these experts is treated as sacrosanct and elevated to special prominence. Random allocation reflects a reasonable response to such a situation of diversity.

A study that begins in clinical equipoise, in the sense defined here, satisfies concern for welfare because every participant in the trial receives an intervention that is regarded as the best available option by experts from at least one informed, expert practice community. It satisfies equal regard because no participant is
shown a lesser degree of concern than would be shown for their interests if they were treated by a representative of the community that prefers the intervention to which they are ultimately randomised. In other words, no participant in the study is allocated to a treatment that everyone recognises as inferior to some available option in order to advance science.

Altering the randomisation weights does not violate concern for welfare, equal regard or no impermissible gambles as long as every participant receives an intervention that is regarded as best for them by at least one treatment community. This is consistent with updating randomisation weights in light of the accumulation of medical evidence because even if rational inquirers recognise that initial evidence from a clinical trial supports the clinical merits of one intervention (A) over the others (B or C), that evidence may not be strong enough to lead responsible experts to alter their recommendation, or to alter the recommendation of every expert in that community. As a result, there will still be experts within those communities that continue to regard B or C as preferable to A. As long as this is the case, B and C remain admissible interventions and the study remains in clinical equipoise.

As a result, it can be the case that a trial that satisfies no impermissible gambles also satisfies rational expectation. To see this, consider two alternatives. In the first, as critics of RAR suggest, when evidence from the initial block of participants favours A over B or C, the trial is terminated. Some clinicians who once recommended B or C will change their practice and favour A, but others will not. As a result, the clinicians that favour B or C will continue to provide those interventions to patients in the health system without the opportunity to gather reliable evidence to clearly distinguish their clinical merits. In the second scenario, the weights in an RAR study are updated to favour A, but because some clinicians in B and C continue to recommend those treatments for patients over intervention A, the study continues.

In both scenarios, patients in the health system continue to receive A, B or C, but in the second scenario, patients are allocated to interventions in a way that generates reliable medical evidence. Generating this evidence allows more members of the relevant medical communities to change their practice. However, because in an ideal health system the probability of encountering members of a community shrinks as evidence against their recommendations grows, patients in a RAR study have a better chance of being treated with what is ultimately recognised as the best treatment for their condition, satisfying rational expectation. As long as shrinking communities are regarded as medically expert and are permitted to treat patients, including the interventions they recommend in a trial satisfies no impermissible gambles.

Finally, when fully informed medical experts have conflicting judgments about which interventions are likely best for a particular indication, a study that clarifies the relative clinical merits of those interventions has a strong prima facie claim to social value. The reason is that the trial is a necessary step in reducing unwarranted variation in clinical practice and potentially improving the care of a substantial proportion of the patients with the disease in question.

**OBJECTIONS**

It might be objected that the model I have outlined here is unstable for reasons that Leonard Savage attributed to Woodbury. That is, as evidence accumulates favouring one option over the others, and more clinicians join the favoured practice community, we can regard the randomisation weights as expressing the preference of the medical community for the best performing intervention. In effect, taking a weighted average of the opinions of the different treatment communities generates a meta-agent whose views should govern treatment recommendations. In this case, the objection holds that the view I have proposed collapses back into a single agent whose treatment recommendations violate equipoise as soon as randomisation weights move off of 1/n for n interventions.

This objection is alluring because it appeals to the idea that rational inquiry requires an agent and it treats randomisation weights as though they are the beliefs of a social agent. This social agent takes diverse experts in the community and aggregates their judgments into a higher-order decision model. In essence, it assigns a weight to the likelihood that each expert is correct and then chooses in a way that maximises expected value. This is a concrete example, in microcosm, of a larger view of scientific consensus that many find intuitively appealing, namely, that the goal of scientific consensus is to take in the diversity of beliefs in the scientific community, assign them weights and form a single all-things-considered model out of this diversity.

This proposal faces several problems. To begin with, it is a version of the linear opinion pooling rule for combining individual judgments into a group or social judgment. But the social agent constructed by assigning weights to the views of individual experts can make recommendations that conflict with the recommendations of each of the experts from which it is created. For example, each expert may regard certain events (the temperature in Beijing today and whether to use treatment A or B for a certain patient in New York) as probabilistically independent and, as a result, would not base treatment decisions on what he or she recognises as an irrelevant event (no medical expert will decide the merits among rival treatments for a patient who resides in New York by asking what the weather is that day in Beijing). But these relationships of probabilistic independence are not generally preserved in the linear opinion pool. As a result, the ‘social agent’ can change its treatment recommendations on learning the weather in Beijing, even though no particular expert would do so.

In addition to the defects of the judgments of this social agent, there is the additional problem that the social model is not normative for practice communities or their individual members. From the fact that this group agent is no longer indifferent between interventions it does not follow that any particular expert should or would alter their treatment practice, let alone that all experts should or would. After all, every expert is assumed to know ex hypothesi that many other, equally well-credentialled and informed experts hold treatment views that conflict with their own. As a result, if studies are stopped when this agent comes to have a slight preference for one intervention, studies would be terminated long before members of the relevant practice communities are willing to alter their practice. This would undercut the social value of research without...
advancing anyone’s welfare since it would still be the case that members of practice communities that prefer what appear to be disfavoured interventions will continue to regard them as best for their patients.

Finally, there is the problem that, given the impoverished nature of our understanding of the underlying causal structure of health problems, experts have a difficult time predicting which theories of disease or interventions are likely to be correct or best. In this environment there are significant dangers of group-think, the situation in which every expert quickly converges to the same view of a problem. In part, this is because communities that behave this way are prone to accepting incorrect answers on the basis of spurious results that are bound to happen as a matter of chance. As a result, communities with more diverse opinions among experts are healthier and more productive in the sense that they are less prone to converging on false answers and more efficient at exploring alternatives and thereby locating better solutions to pressing problems.37–41

The approach that I have outlined here has the distinct advantage of recognising that reasonable, transient diversity among experts is not simply a descriptive feature of many actual scientific communities, but a normatively desirable feature that plays an important epistemological role in the health and fecundity of those communities. In this approach, the role of clinical research is to generate reliable medical evidence on the basis of which such experts are likely to alter their opinions. Recognising that the informed, scientific judgments of experts in diverse communities change at different rates allows the approach I have outlined to continue inquiry as long as those communities of experts are regarded as falling within the sphere of the responsible practice of medicine.

At this point, it might be objected that the approach I have described here requires an account of when we should stop regarding a minority of the medical community as reasonable and view their treatment preferences as no longer a part of the standard of care. This is indeed an important and pressing problem. But it is one that we face regardless of the conception of equipoise that we adopt. Moreover, this process is complicated by the fact that in some cases, minority opinions turn out to be correct and the received wisdom is wrong.

Nevertheless, it is an advantage of RAR that it can make such difficult social decisions more tractable by explicitly representing alternative perspectives within a single trial. In the model I am presenting here, RAR studies should reflect the way an idealised community of diverse, but fully informed scientific experts would alter their opinions in light of reliable medical evidence. It is an advantage of the model I present here that it highlights the importance of ensuring that the beliefs of the idealised communities reflected in the RAR study design capture the enthusiasm of some real-world clinician/researchers for novel interventions as well as the more conservative or sceptical views of other experts. Explicit decisions can then be incorporated into the trial about when a community’s views should be regarded as no longer reflecting the practice of responsible medicine.

Finally, it might be objected that although equipoise may be sufficient for ensuring that the risks of a study are morally acceptable, it is not a necessary condition and that it therefore would not matter if RAR did systematically violate that requirement.34 The main problem with this objection is that it is too quick to assume that conflicts between the principles described here are inevitable and that all clinical research must necessarily rely on the altruism of study participants. Even if it is true that research must ultimately rely on the altruism of participants, it is important that we not demand more altruism of people than necessary. Furthermore, the view that I have proposed takes important steps to linking certain features of clinical research to the behaviour of well-functioning learning health systems. Understanding the symmetries between diversity in clinical practice in health systems and equipoise in clinical research is an important step in clarifying the ethical norms capable of reconciling the tensions inherent in learning health systems.

CONCLUSION

The arguments presented here defuse the moral objection that RAR essentially involves a violation of clinical equipoise. They do not address difficult empirical questions about when, if ever, RAR represents a more efficient approach to clinical trials than traditional FRA designs. Nevertheless, interpreting RAR as modelling the behaviour of an idealised learning health system and showing how clinical equipoise reconciles that design with five important ethical principles demonstrates the relevance of this requirement to efforts to improve the efficiency of both research and clinical practice.
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